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I. INTRODUCTION
The central idea in rank-reducing techniques is to approximate a matrix derived from the data with another matrix of lower rank from which the reconstructed signal is then computed. Reducedrank techniques are used in many areas such as regularization [4] , signal estimation [10] , [11] , and noise reduction of, e.g., speech signals [2] , [6] and nuclear magnetic resonance data [12] . In this correspondence, we focus on rank reduction for signal modeling, or synthesis, of stationary time series and, in particular, as a means for noise reduction. See [5, Sec. IV.3] , [7] , and [8] for more details about these issues.
The standard rank-reduction algorithm for noise reduction involves the following four steps.
1) Form a Hankel (or Toeplitz) matrix from the input signal.
2) Compute the singular value decomposition (SVD) of this matrix. 3) Discard the small singular values to obtain a matrix with reduced rank. 4) Construct the output signal from this generally unstructured matrix by arithmetic averaging along its antidiagonals (or diagonals). This algorithm, which we shall refer to as the truncated SVD (TSVD) algorithm, has been used successfully in connection with estimation of frequencies of multiple sinusoids [10] and for reduction of white noise in speech signals [2] .
Prewhitening of the signal-corresponding to a filtering operation where the signal matrix is multiplied with a filtering matrix-is sometimes used if the noise cannot be considered to be white. The prewhitening operation can be included as an integral part of the algorithm, which then requires the computation of the quotient SVD (QSVD) of the signal-prewhitener matrix pair. This is the truncated Manuscript received September 24, 1996 ; revised October 27, 1997. This work was supported by Grant 9500764 from the Danish Natural Science Research Council and by the European Community Research Program HCM under Contract ERBCHBI-CT92-0182 and was carried out in part at ESAT-SISTA, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium. The associate editor coordinating the review of this paper and approving it for publication was Prof. Pierre Comon.
QSVD (TQSVD) algorithm [6] , in which the reduced-rank matrix is obtained by discarding small quotient singular values of the matrix pair. In [6] , the TQSVD algorithm is used for reduction of nonwhite broad-band noise in speech signals.
Until now, the spectral properties of rank-reducing techniques have been studied by means of asymptotic results for infinite-length signals and their spectra. A very illuminating discussion of these issues is given in [8] . This analysis shows that the SVD yields an "energy decomposition" of the signal and that the signal components retained in the reconstructed signal-corresponding to the large singular values-are those with high power. However, thus far, no explicit results have been derived for the spectral behavior of rank reduction applied to finite-duration (short-time) signals.
The main contribution of this correspondence is to derive such explicit results for finite-duration signals. In particular, we develop finite-duration impulse response (FIR) filter representations of the TSVD and TQSVD algorithms, and we derive closed-form expressions for the FIR filter coefficients. Via these filters, the behavior of the TSVD and TQSVD algorithms can be explicitly studied in the frequency domain.
This correspondence is based on ideas presented in [3] , where it is concluded that the TSVD algorithm corresponds to subtracting from the input signal information contained in eigenresiduals corresponding to the smallest singular values. Our analysis, we hope, is more intuitive in that it leads to an array of filters that explicitly describe the TSVD/TQSVD filtering. Moreover, our analysis is more general since we include in a natural way the case of prewhitening (i.e., the TQSVD algorithm).
II. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION
To present our results, it is convenient to introduce a compact notation for working with Hankel and Toeplitz matrices, which we will present in this section. Given a vector x x x = (x1; x2; 1 
The subscript p in H p (x x x) symbolizes that this matrix is obtained from
x) by pre-and post-augmentation with triangular Hankel matrices. Next, let J J J denote the "exchange matrix," such that multiplication of a matrix from the right by J J J reverses the order of its columns.
We define two Toeplitz matrices derived from H(x x x) and Hp( 
To simplify our exposition, we assume that m n, which is usually the case in signal processing applications. After computing the SVD 
The least squares approximation is obtained with w i = 1; i = In order to derive our filter representation of the TSVD algorithm, we use (7) and the fact that averaging and summation are interchangeable 
where we used (3) in the last equation. By means of (6), we thus arrive at 
IV. THE FILTER REPRESENTATION OF THE TQSVD ALGORITHM
If the noise in the input signal s s sin is colored, then it is common to apply prewhitening and dewhitening in the TSVD algorithm. If e e e denotes the pure-noise component of s s s in and if we compute the QRfactorization of the Hankel matrix associated with e e e; H(e e e) = Q Q QR R R, then H(e e e) T H(e e e) = R R R T R R R is an estimate of the noise correlation matrix, and the prewhitened matrix that we work with isH H H = H H HR R R 01 :
We omit the case where R R R is singular. After truncation has been applied toH H H, yielding the rank-k matrixH H H k , the dewhitened output signal is computed as s s s out = A(H H H k R R R):
In [6] , it was shown how the complete process can be formulated in a compact notation as well as in a simple algorithm based on the QSVD of matrix pairs. In the same paper, it was also shown that this algorithm can use the matrix pair (H(s s sin); H(e e e)) as input, thus avoiding the computation of R R R, which is convenient when e e e is 
2 The QSVD is available in MATLAB Version 5.2 as the function gsvd. We shall not derive the TQSVD algorithm here but instead refer to [6] . Assuming that the noise is wide-sense stationary and that a pure noise signal e e e is available, the algorithm can be summarized as follows. 
where w1; 1 11;wn correspond to the TSVD weights in (7).
4)
Compute the TQSVD output signal as s s
The rank-k matrix approximation that corresponds to H H H k in (7) is now given by (11) . The weights wi are computed by the same formulas as in the TSVD algorithm but with the singular values i replaced by the quotient singular values i = i , and 2 noise being the noise variance of the prewhitened signal.
Following exactly the same procedure as in Section III, we obtain an expression for s s s out = A(Z Z Z k ) that leads to a filter representation for the TQSVD algorithm. The main difference is that we need an additional set of vectors We have skipped the obvious details of the derivation. Fig . 4 shows the frequency response of the first 15 combined analysis/synthesis filters (cf., Fig. 2 ) associated with the QSVD of (H(s s s in ); H(e e e)): It is clearly seen that the first six analysis/synthesis filters have bandpass characteristics and capture the three formants (i.e., the maxima in the LPC model spectrum) of the speech segment.
The remaining 14 filters (of which the first nine are shown in Fig. 4 ) capture those spectral components of the signal that lie in between the formants (including the noise), and these components are much less important when reconstructing the signal. In this way, we achieve a good noise reduction of voiced speech sounds in the TQSVD method.
